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ABSTRACT
Using a toolbox of Internet cartography methods, and new ways of applying them, we have undertaken a comprehensive active measurement-driven study of the topology of U.S. regional access ISPs. We used state-of-the-art approaches in various combinations to accommodate the geographic scope, scale, and architectural richness of U.S. regional access ISPs. In addition to vantage points from research platforms, we used public WiFi hotspots and public transit of mobile devices to acquire the visibility needed to thoroughly map access networks across regions. We observed many different approaches to aggregation and redundancy, across links, nodes, buildings, and at different levels of the hierarchy. One result is substantial disparity in latency from some Edge COs to their backbone COs, with implications for end users of cloud services. Our methods and results can inform future analysis of critical infrastructure, including resilience to disasters, persistence of the digital divide, and challenges for the future of 5G and edge computing.

CCS CONCEPTS
- Networks → Public Internet; Logical / virtual topologies; Physical topologies: Network measurement.
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Figure 1: An Internet Service Provider (ISP) network can be divided into backbone and regional access.

1 INTRODUCTION
ISP regional access networks are an essential component of an ISP’s infrastructure: they bridge millions of users’ last-mile access links to the ISP’s nearest backbone routers, which may be hundreds of miles away, to reach the Internet. Access networks strategically aggregate traffic in order to balance reliability and performance against the cost of providing connectivity over large regions (Fig. 1). Fiber cuts or other hardware failures can lead to large-scale outages spanning neighborhoods, counties, or entire states. Risk of outages motivates ISPs to provide redundancy within and across levels of aggregation. But regional access networks are remarkably opaque, which makes it challenging for academics to quantitatively study their role in the continually evolving ecosystem.

We present a measurement-driven exploration of regional access network topologies, through the lens of aggregation and redundancy as the foundations of scalability. Building on advances in Internet measurement methods and tools over the last two decades, we first establish and demonstrate the ability for an independent third-party to infer the topologies of different regional access networks, including aspects of the underlying physical (layer-1) topology, using only active measurements. We then perform measurement campaigns to infer and compare how major U.S. wireline (Comcast, Spectrum, AT&T) and mobile (AT&T, Verizon, T-Mobile) ISPs incorporate aggregation into their regional access network topologies. We show how analyzing these topological differences across providers and even across regions of the same access ISP can yield insights into the propagation of large correlated last-mile link failures [23, 62], sources of edge computing latency [58] and how to minimize it [52], performance limitations of metro-area fiber networks [42], and the evolving Internet ecosystem [21].
Our methodology synthesizes the state-of-the-art in three dimensions of Internet router-level topology analysis: combining traceroute paths from distributed vantage points; extracting semantics from DNS hostnames and IPv6 addresses of observed topology; and IP address alias resolution to further refine topology inferences. Our methodology leverages ideas that are well-established in the Internet measurement community, but we used them in different combinations, and with creative refinements, to accommodate the geographic scope, scale, and architectural richness of U.S. regional access ISPs. One of our contributions is effectively a recipe book of how to gain insight into network topology structure under different sets of constraints.

For example, the largest U.S. cable providers today tend to have near-universal reverse DNS on their router IPs, but hostnames are often stale. We devised heuristic methods to filter out stale or misleading hostnames, facilitating a comprehensive mapping of their regional topologies.

Networks without geographically meaningful internal hostnames require another way to infer geographic coverage of routers in the Central Offices (COs), such as probing from many geographically distributed VPs in the regional network. This requirement highlights the most common challenge in inferring internal network topologies, well-known to the research community: many networks provide more (or more accurate) visibility to internal vantage points than to external ones, especially for mobile networks. For wireline networks, we obtained internal vantage points by wardriving public WiFi networks in fast-food chains.

Mobile (cellular) access networks present many challenges: e.g., limited rDNS and blocking external probing. To capture this topology, we used IPv6 address structure and a new approach to gain county-wide internal visibility in mobile networks: cross-country shipping of mobile phones while they actively perform energy-efficient network measurements.

Our measurement methodology contributions are:

- Cost-effective approaches to procuring vantage points; energy-efficient approaches to sustaining mobile vantage points while devices are in transit.
- Analysis of DNS hostnames and IPv6 addresses to infer and geolocate topology, as well as strategically select probe targets to fill in coverage gaps.
- Heuristics that leverage active measurement techniques to filter noise (e.g., stale DNS information) or erroneously inferred hops, and infer missing (e.g., non-responding) IP hops.

Our empirical contributions result from applying our methods to previously unmapped parts of the infrastructure: wireline and mobile regional access networks. We gather enough data to ground the following discoveries:

- Topological redundancy—a metric of resilience—varies widely within and across levels of the hierarchy.
- Layer 3 topology information, including hostnames and IPv6 addresses, can reveal building locations and building-level redundancy within access networks.
- Regional access networks leverage a range of aggregation strategies to accommodate diverse markets, environments, and technologies. One result is substantial disparity in latency from some Edge COs to their Backbone COs.

Figure 2: Routers in EdgeCOs aggregate users while routers in AggCOs aggregate EdgeCOs.

These measurements inform analysis of critical infrastructure, including resilience to disasters, persistence of digital divide, and challenges for edge computing.

2 BACKGROUND

Like any network, regional access networks must balance reliability and performance against the cost of deploying and operating an infrastructure. For these networks, an additional challenge is achieving all these aspirations at scale—terms of market size and geographic scope—and adapting to evolution of technology and industry structure. The primary architectural mechanism used to achieve this scale is aggregation. Regional networks aggregate traffic in Central Offices (COs) through a hierarchy of routers (and switches). An Edge CO (or EdgeCO) aggregates traffic from many thousands of last-mile links. Similarly, an Aggregation CO (or AggCO) houses routers to aggregate traffic from dozens of EdgeCOs, often across metropolitan areas or entire states. Backbone COs (or BackboneCO) house equipment to aggregate traffic from AggCOs—and sometimes EdgeCOs, and provide transit services either via the access network provider’s backbone network, or via other ISPs. Fig. 2 illustrates how ISPs use redundancy across layers of aggregation to provide resiliency in case of link or node failures.

The topology of this regional network infrastructure frames the performance and resilience of the networks, as traffic must cross the regional access links to reach the nearest Internet PoP. If the nearest PoP is far away, users may experience significant minimum latency [54]. The level of redundancy in any component of the network similarly provides an upper bound on robustness in different parts of the network.

2.1 Evolution of access networks

We provide some historical background for context on the challenges and opportunities for measurement of these networks to study their performance and reliability.

A typical access network is physically constructed of several fiber rings (Fig. 3). These networks generally use three hierarchical rings.
Last-mile links (e.g., Cable/Passive Optical/DSL) are aggregated over Last-mile Loops that reach into neighborhoods and terminate at EdgeCOs. EdgeCO traffic is aggregated in Edge Rings that terminate at one or more AggCOs. Then AggCO traffic is aggregated on Core Ring to BackboneCOs. Early Internet access network architectures used shared SONET on these fiber rings. All traffic passed through every CO in reserved time slots to reach aggregation points at the higher layer, which resulted in suboptimal bandwidth and latency performance. In the 1990s, in response to exploding demand for Internet bandwidth in part due to IP convergence (moving all voice and data services to use IP), access networks gradually replaced these SONET ring topologies with Ethernet-based star topologies. Often repurposing the same physical plant that SONET used, ISPs deployed direct Ethernet links between EdgeCOs, AggCOs, and BackboneCOs using techniques such as Dense Wave Division Multiplexing (DWDM) [80].

With DWDM and the addition of reconfigurable optical switches, operators are now capable of flexibly configuring layer-1 topology on these physical fiber rings. However, there is no standard way to design such a topology, i.e., how many or which EdgeCOs connect to how many or which AggCOs. Designs are driven by demographic (population), geographic (or geological) and regulatory constraints, especially when crossing state boundaries. To improve resilience or accommodate high-traffic regions, some components may use a full mesh (e.g., between the backbone and aggregation layers in Fig. 2) rather than star topology. These design choices have implications for accommodating future services, e.g., low-latency high-bandwidth edge services in COs [52].

Another driving force in network design is reliability and robustness in the face of inevitable failures of components. SONET was especially robust to fiber cuts and router failures, since traffic could travel in either direction around the ring. The Ethernet star topology does not have this feature. To compensate, ISPs add redundant routers and/or links over existing fiber rings, creating “dual ring/star” topologies (Fig. 3).

Each network independently chooses how to implement redundancy: adding routers or links or entire COs, and within or across different levels of aggregation. Some regions connect with only one backbone CO; others have only one AggCO. Many COs have redundant routers, and fiber rings have inherent redundancy (i.e., “East” and “West” directions in Fig. 3). Redundant backbone COs can dramatically improve regional reliability given that long-distance backbone also can be prone to failure [21, 25].

2.2 Mobile access networks

Mobile regional access networks leverage wireline access networks to provide mobile Internet access over a large geographic area. Mobile access networks consist of two halves (Fig. 4). Mobile devices communicate wirelessly with base stations, and the base stations aggregate user traffic over existing wireline networks and hidden mobile-specific AggCOs that connect to one or more EdgeCOs; these facilities can also be called Mobile Telephone Switching Offices (MTSO), Mobile Switching Centers (MSC), or mobile datacenters. This overlay network is called the Radio Access Network (RAN). These AggCOs serve as a bridge to connect the RAN to the mobile “Packet Core” which terminates the mobile network at one or more Packet Gateways (PGW) in an EdgeCO. Then these EdgeCOs connect directly to one or more regional BackboneCOs to connect with the rest of the Internet. EdgeCOs in mobile networks are the primary location where low-latency high-bandwidth IP-based edge services can be deployed; Verizon is already deploying edge services at these COs [17].

All mobile Internet traffic traverses both the wireline regional access networks described above and the mobile packet core. Therefore, to understand the aggregation and redundancy of mobile networks we need to also understand the wireline network. Unfortunately, the RAN—and therefore the wireline access network—is not visible from probes sent by mobile devices. However, by observing the topology of wireline providers’ regional networks using their wireline last-mile links, we get insight into the limitations of some of the RANs. Indeed, in this paper we mapped both the wireline and mobile networks of AT&T and the cable providers we mapped provide backhaul for all major mobile carriers [70].

There can be significant differences in the topology of mobile access networks because each provider can make their own decision about how to aggregate their traffic to BackboneCOs. Indeed, they have significant flexibility because mobile networks are designed to be an overlay on other networks. The primary factors affecting mobile network topology are tradeoffs in performance, economics, and reliability.
3 RELATED WORK

Mapping Wired Networks: In 2002, Spring et al. developed Rocketfuel to construct router-level maps of individual networks using focused traceroutes, alias resolution, DNS hostnames, and BGP routing tables [45], and used it to map ten transit networks. Researchers used the Rocketfuel maps to study, interior routing [41], path inflation [64], and the maps sparked lively methodological discussions (e.g., [68, 75]). In 2007, Mao et al. developed NetworkMD [43], an approach to infer failure groups in the last-mile layer-1 network topologies—i.e., devices such as repeaters whose failure impact downstream modem connectivity through topological dependencies. In 2011, motivated by the incompleteness and methodological limitations of traceroute-based maps at the time, Knight et al. constructed the Internet Topology Zoo, parsing information that network operators published on their websites; the majority of their addresses of reveal the region, packet gateway, and CO serving a mobile carrier. We also reveal new hints in IPv6 middleboxes [2, 14, 22, 36, 49, 71, 76–78]. Connectivity factors can also impede performance of mobile ISPs, e.g., legacy hierarchical routing [20], lack of direct interconnection with content providers [81], peering strategies between mobile virtual network operators (MVNOs) and the underlying network infrastructure [61], and poor selection of DNS servers [55, 82]. In this work we determine the sources of latency limitations in today’s mobile networks, and if those limitations can be overcome by moving services into access network infrastructure. We also reveal new hints in IPv6 addresses of reveal the region, packet gateway, and CO serving a mobile carrier.

4 METHODOLOGY OVERVIEW

Broadly, our topology mapping methods require the ISPs to allow the following measurements of their access networks:

Traceroute: We need the ability to observe routers in each CO with traceroute to uncover access network topology. This is straight forward when the network uses IP routing; if the network uses MPLS to organize routing between COs, then our method requires the ability to observe routers in each CO using traceroute towards exit routers, using the method in [72]. For wired access networks, we prune a small number of links because traceroute can produce false links. Our pruning assumes the access network has a ring/star topology (§2.1). Although we can not validate this assumption for all ISPs we study—ISPs rarely publish information about their internal topology—we found support for the use of ring/star topologies in access networks from Comcast [74], Deutsche Telekom [27], Cisco [30], and Juniper [48].

Alias Resolution: To accurately map IPs to routers, we require the ability to resolve aliases using active probing (e.g., with Mercator [26] and MIDAR [33]).

Reverse DNS or Structured Addressing: To accurately map routers to COs, we either require the operator to either label some of their router IPs with hostnames in their reverse DNS (rDNS), or they must have clear structure in their router address space that corresponds to the structure of their access network.

How general is our approach? The remainder of this paper (§5, §6, §7) studies six different U.S. access networks – Comcast and Charter (wired), AT&T (wired and mobile), Verizon (mobile), and T-Mobile (mobile). We believe our method can be extended to other access networks outside of the U.S.; for example, China’s top three providers have been shown to provide the measurements we need for topology mapping [69]. Also, Bell Canada and Shaw Communications Canada appear to provide the necessary measurement primitives for our method [38]. However, there are classes of access network where our method will not work. Primarily, these are where traceroute does not observe routers in COs. This is common in countries where the access and retail functions of ISPs are separated; examples of these are New Zealand’s UFB [16] and Australia’s NBN [46]. In these scenarios, the access provider tunnels subscriber traffic to hand-over points where the retail provider is co-located, which might be in entirely different cities, so the aggregation structure in the access network is invisible.

5 CASE STUDY: COMCAST AND CHARTER

Our first case study focuses on two networks amenable to external traceroute-style measurements that also provide CO information in their rDNS. We focus on Comcast and the former Time Warner regional networks acquired by Charter—the largest cable Internet providers in the U.S.—networks that typically include router, building, and network information in their rDNS. Fig. 5a shows a traceroute into Charter’s Southern California region. The rDNS for hop 13 ends with tbone.rr.com, indicating a BackboneCO. Each subsequent hop includes an rDNS tag for the regional network soca1, showing the transition from Charter’s backbone into the regional network. Each rDNS name includes a portion of a CLLI code.
we tracerouted to every address with rDNS matching one of our /24 probing using addresses without rDNS. Third, we tracerouted This phase conducts traceroutes to reveal the CO interconnections inferred router group with a CO tag, using the most common tag addresses routed by each regional network. We annotated each IP addresses with rDNS matching our regexes, as well as all IP to group IP addresses according to their router. We included all COs, which contradicted information about the Charter topology top level AggCOs appeared directly connected to nearly all Edge-\texttt{nel} [72], allowing us to discard false edges between these COs. This identify links that are entry and exit routers for an MPLS tun-

e to every intermediate IP address observed in these traceroutes to Comcast and Charter, respectively, as some COs responded to the and 2.6x more CO interconnections than the /24 traceroutes for IPv4 address. Directly targeting CO router interfaces observed 5.3x Rapid7 rDNS dataset [53] which queries for PTR records for every identified IP addresses with hostnames matching our regexes in the regexes to find CO interconnections missed in the first step. We crafted regular expressions (regexes) to map these CO addresses. Our methodology for these types of networks—those with rDNS and that can be externally probed—proceeded in two phases: (1) build and annotate CO-level topology graphs for these networks; (2) heuris-
tically refine the graphs to reflect the actual topology.

5.1 Phase 1: Build Router-Topology Graphs
This phase conducts traceroutes to reveal the CO interconnections in each regional network. We conducted our probing from 47 vantage points (VPs) distributed throughout the United States in access, cloud, and transit networks.

First, we tracerouted to an address in every /24 in each regional network to expose at least one router from each EdgeCO. Second, we tracerouted to every address with rDNS matching one of our regexes to find CO interconnections missed in the first step. We identified IP addresses with hostnames matching our regexes in the Rapid7 rDNS dataset [53] which queries for PTR records for every IPv4 address. Directly targeting CO router interfaces observed 5.3x and 2.6x more CO interconnections than the /24 traceroutes for Comcast and Charter, respectively, as some COs responded to the /24 probing using addresses without rDNS. Third, we tracerouted to every intermediate IP address observed in these traceroutes to identify links that are entry and exit routers for an MPLS tunnel [72], allowing us to discard false edges between these COs. This MPLS heuristic proved important in larger Charter regions, where top level AggCOs appeared directly connected to nearly all EdgeCOs, which contradicted information about the Charter topology in Maine that we received from a trusted source. Finally, we used alias resolution (Mercator [26] and MIDAR [33]) to group IP addresses according to their router. We included all IP addresses with rDNS matching our regexes, as well as all IP addresses routed by each regional network. We annotated each inferred router group with a CO tag, using the most common tag geolocating the router. Fig. 5b shows the same pattern in Comcast’s Beaverton, OR region. Each hostname includes a CO identifier and regional network.

Similar to many backbone point-of-presence (PoP) rDNS labels, the regional CO tags indicate the location of the carrier offices (COs). In Charter, the CLLI codes uniquely identify a specific building. Comcast sometimes uses the street address for a CO, but more commonly uses neighborhood, or city, names that provide a general geographic location, along with the U.S. state. Inspired by other tools that extract information from rDNS [12, 29, 38, 45], we hand-
crafted regular expressions (regexes) to map these CO addresses. Our methodology for these types of networks—those with rDNS and that can be externally probed—proceeded in two phases: (1) build and annotate CO-level topology graphs for these networks; (2) heuris-
tically refine the graphs to reflect the actual topology.

5.2 Phase 2: Build CO-Topology Graphs
Using the CO mappings, we extract CO edges from traceroute paths, where immediately adjacent routers in a path map to different COs, and construct initial graphs of the topology for each region. The rest of this phase processes the topology graphs to more accurately reflect regional topologies. This phase (1) removes false inter-region edges; (2) identifies the AggCOs; (3) removes false edges between EdgeCOs; (4) adds missing edges from AggCOs to EdgeCOs; and (5) infers the entry points into each region.

5.2.1 Remove False Inter-Region Edges. Large collections of traceroute paths likely contain some random noise [63], so we discard all edges that appear only in a single traceroute as anomalous. Next, we remove edges that appear to interconnect COs in different regions. While some links cross region boundaries (§5.2.5), many of these links result from outdated rDNS that our alias resolution did not catch. Further details are provided in Appendix B.2.

5.2.2 Identify AggCOs. Visually inspecting the regional graphs, such as the graph in Fig. 6a, showed two features of interest. First, they signaled a hierarchical structure (partially obscured by extraneous intra-region edges), where a few COs appeared responsible...
for aggregating connectivity to the rest of the Internet for other COs in the region. We devised a heuristic to distinguish AggCOs from EdgeCOs based on the number of outgoing edges for each CO in the graph. In each region, we infer AggCOs as those with a higher out-degree than the average out-degree for that region plus one standard deviation. This heuristic identified the two orange COs in Fig. 6a, COs 1 and 2, as the AggCOs in this region.

Second, the graphs naturally grouped these AggCOs; when an EdgeCO had more than one incoming edge, the two preceding AggCOs had outgoing edges to nearly identical sets of EdgeCOs. Topologically, this looks like a dual-star topology, with the implication that each AggCO in a subregion directly connects with every EdgeCO in the same subregion. The natural groupings also provide new insights into the physical topology, indicating which geographic regions rely on the same AggCOs, and the level of redundancy to each EdgeCO. Appendix B.3 details how we identified AggCOs, removed false edges, and added missing edges.

5.2.3 Remove False Edges between EdgeCOs. We knew that regional networks use a ring to connect an AggCO to its EdgeCOs (§2), so the star topology indicated that the fiber ring running from an AggCO to its EdgeCO bundles separate fiber pairs for each AggCO-to-EdgeCO connection. These fiber pairs create two separate point-to-point connections between an EdgeCO and its AggCOs, bypassing all other EdgeCOs on the ring and eliminating the need to directly connect EdgeCOs to other EdgeCOs. While the graph in Fig. 6a shows that most EdgeCOs only connect to AggCOs, some appear connected to other EdgeCOs, such as edges 9 → 12 and 3 → 4. These edges from EdgeCOs likely result from uncorrected stale rDNS, and we remove them to conform with a fiber ring (Fig. 6b).

5.2.4 Add Missing Edges From AggCOs to EdgeCOs. When an EdgeCO lies along a fiber ring with one of the AggCOs, it will connect directly with the other AggCO on the ring as well. Otherwise, the fiber pairs would bypass the EdgeCO in only one direction. We therefore assume that missing edges, e.g., from AggCO 1 to node 16 in Fig. 6a, likely result from missing rDNS.

Resolving missing edges first requires us to identify the AggCOs on the same fiber rings. Our intuition is that AggCOs on the same ring will directly connect with the same EdgeCOs, so we devised a heuristic that looks for AggCOs that overlap at least 75% of their connections with EdgeCOs, strongly suggesting that they aggregate traffic on behalf of the same EdgeCOs. We then add edges to the graph such that all AggCOs on the same last-mile fiber ring connect to the same set of EdgeCOs. In Fig. 6b, we add the missing edge from AggCO 1 to node 16.

5.2.5 Infer Entry Points Into Each Region. Finally, we add edges back into the graph that cross regional network boundaries, such as BackboneCO entry points and entry points from other nearby regions, but only when overwhelming evidence implies their existence. Returning to the traceroute paths, we extract all triplets of the form (COi, REGIONi) → (COj, REGIONj) → (COk, REGIONk), where COi and COk appear in consecutive hops, indicating they directly connect. Given the hierarchical structure of the regional topologies, we only include potential entry points when they appear to lead to EdgeCOs in the region. To avoid misinterpretations caused by stale rDNS, we only include an entry point if we observe it leading to two or more COs in the same region.

Our analysis reveals that all regions in Charter, and all but three of the Comcast regions, connect to at least two BackboneCOs. A Comcast network operator told us that nearly every Comcast region directly connects to two BackboneCOs, so we likely missed three entry points in addition to the 57 backbone entry points we observed across the Comcast regions. In some regions we observe backbone connections and a direct connection to another region; e.g., the Central California region in Comcast appears to connect to two BackboneCOs and the San Francisco regional network. We did not observe direct inter-region connections in Charter.

5.3 Contrasting Comcast and Charter

The key difference between Comcast and Charter is the number of regions they use, impacting the size of the regions and the extent of the aggregation inside each region. We observed only six Charter regions compared to 28 Comcast regions, but the Charter regions tend to cover more geographic area than the Comcast regions; e.g., Charter’s Midwest region appears to touch 10 different U.S. states. Thus, a Charter region contains far more COs than a Comcast region (Fig. 7a). Charter also uses more aggregation, and far more AggCOs per region (Fig. 7b), than Comcast, where we define an AggCO as any CO with outgoing edges.

Fig. 8 and Table 1 show the different types of aggregation we observed in Comcast and Charter. The smaller regions often used a single AggCO, small to mid-size regions used two AggCOs for greater redundancy, and the largest regions used multi-layer aggregation where lower aggregation levels might include one or two AggCOs. In the multi-layer topologies, Comcast nearly always connects EdgeCOs to multiple AggCOs, while Charter uses a mix. Charter’s choices in aggregation lead to less redundancy to the EdgeCOs than in Comcast: 37.7% of EdgeCOs in Charter connect to only one upstream CO vs 11.4% in Comcast (see Appendix B.4 for important context).

Outside of one Charter region and one Comcast region, the difference in region size does not appear to manifest in greater entry points per regions. In §5.5, we find higher latency to the COs in the Charter regions, likely due to the combination of fewer entries per EdgeCOs and more aggregation lengthening the distance
We spoke with a network operator at Comcast and an operator at Charter, and the regional topologies, but could not indicate if any COs were connected to the backbone and another set connected to the first region’s AggCOs. Finally, the operator confirmed that the second region with its own AggCOs that connect to the first region’s AggCOs but not to the backbone, and the correct PoPs to the backbone through the Massachusetts AggCOs, resulting in a 3.5 ms to 4 ms RTT penalty.

5.5 Impact of Aggregation on Latency
The regional topologies help us better understand the inherent latency limitations imposed by the location of entry points and the aggregation in the regional topologies. To observe RTTs to different EdgeCOs, we conducted 100 pings from a virtual machine (VM) in every U.S. cloud region for Amazon AWS, Microsoft Azure, and Google Cloud to every EdgeCO IP address included in our graphs. Then, we identified the closest location with the lowest minimum RTT to the highest number of EdgeCOs in a region.

Fig. 9 provides the median of the minimum RTTs from the clouds to Comcast EdgeCOs in four states in the Northeast U.S.; in all three clouds the closest location was in Northern Virginia. Massachusetts, Vermont, and New Hampshire all use the same AggCOs in the Boston area, connected to BackboneCOs in New Jersey and New York, and a special purpose PoP in Boston. Surprisingly, although Connecticut is geographically closer to Northern Virginia than the other states, it has worse latency than Massachusetts and New Hampshire. The reason is that the Connecticut regional network does not have its own backbone entries; instead, its AggCOs connect to the backbone through the Massachusetts AggCOs, resulting in a 3.5 ms to 4 ms RTT penalty.

While the aggregation tends to increase latency to EdgeCOs, it presents opportunities to to bring cloud applications closer to users without placing edge computing infrastructure in every EdgeCO. Conventional wisdom holds that certain classes of applications, such as augmented or virtual reality, require less than 5 ms of

Table 1: Network types observed in Comcast/Charter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aggregation Type</th>
<th>Comcast</th>
<th>Charter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single AggCO (Fig. 8a)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two AggCOs (Fig. 8b)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-level aggregation (Fig. 8c)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

from the backbone to EdgeCOs. The fewer entries, additional aggregation, and less redundancy to the EdgeCOs that we observe in Charter could also increase the potential points of failure that could disconnect EdgeCOs, and customers connected to those EdgeCOs.

5.4 Validating with Network Operators
We spoke with a network operator at Comcast and an operator at Charter to discuss our topology graphs and interpretations. The two people we spoke to are not experts for each region in their networks, however, both Comcast and Charter use a rough template for all of their regions, with AggCOs connected to EdgeCOs via fiber rings, and use similar technologies in each region.

The Comcast operator had extensive knowledge of one of the largest Comcast regions. We showed the operator our graph of that region, along with a list of the COs that we discovered, and the backbone entries. The operator confirmed that our inferred graph of the region was correct; the graph contained the COs, the second region with its own AggCOs that connect to the first region’s AggCOs but not to the backbone, and the correct PoPs connected to the AggCOs. Finally, the operator confirmed that the largest Comcast regions often have two sets of AggCOs—one set connected to the backbone and another set connected to the first set—where each set connects to different EdgeCOs.

The Charter operator was not an expert for any specific Charter regions, but understood their design and general topology from the operator’s experience with the Charter backbone. The operator thought we provided a reasonable representation of the regions and the regional topologies, but could not indicate if any COs were missing or superfluous. Importantly for our analysis, the operator confirmed that the Charter regions are vast, with layers of fiber rings with their own AggCOs.

We confirmed with both operators that they use fiber rings with star topologies—separate fiber pairs from AggCOs to EdgeCOs—as we inferred in §5.2.1, rather than a ring topology. One network operator informed us that they chose this physical topology because it makes network upgrades simpler. We also asked both operators if the regions contain backup paths that traceroute might not observe. Both operators confirmed that all paths and COs are active, and cited the prohibitive cost of maintaining backup fiber paths or COs as the reason. This implies that traceroute can reveal all of the paths through the regional network, provided the VPs can exhaust the possible entries into the region.

Figure 9: The median RTTs to Massachusetts, Connecticut, Vermont, and New Hampshire in the U.S. from the largest public cloud providers. Connecticut has higher latency being geographically closest to the cloud datacenters.

Figure 8: Three regional access network types.
6 CASE STUDY: AT&T

Next, we investigate the topology of AT&T’s wireline regional access networks (Fig. 12). Compared to the cable providers AT&T’s network is relatively opaque. AT&T provides rDNS for their BackboneCO routers but not for other CO routers, and provides rDNS that identify their last-mile IP-DSLAMs and ONTs. However, there is no straightforward way to identify which IP addresses AT&T assigns to their wired customers or mobile customers, or which addresses they delegate to other networks. While AT&T’s EdgeCO and AggCO router topology can be uncovered by traceroute, this is only possible within their respective networks. Our methodology for AT&T is similar to §5 at a high-level: we (1) build and annotate router-level topology graphs, and then (2) construct CO topology graphs for each regional network. The low-level methodology details in this section are tailored to the specific challenges presented by AT&T.

6.1 Phase 1: Build Router-Topology Graphs

We bootstrap our discovery of router IPs in the COs by tracerouting from 5 Ark VPs near the region we are mapping to the IP addresses of DSLAMs/ONTs in EdgeCOs. AT&T uses rDNS to label DSLAM/ONT IPs as *.lightspeed.(CLLI).sbcglobal.net, illustrated in Fig. 12. We tracerouted to all 95,821 IPs matching this pattern rDNS in the Rapid7 rDNS dataset. AT&T’s access networks use MPLS tunnels, so these traceroutes only discovered the entry router for the tunnel (the BackboneCO router), and the exit router (an EdgeCO router), missing most routers in AggCOs. Further, the bootstrap traceroutes do not observe all EdgeCO routers, because of MPLS as well as some of DSLAMs/ONTs do not reply and perhaps some do not have rDNS. However, we found that the EdgeCO routers were allocated out of a few prefixes per region. For example, there appear to be 7 /24s used for EdgeCO router IPs in AT&T’s San Diego, CA region (indicated with “sd2ca” in the rDNS entry for the BackboneCO router in Fig. 12). To uncover AggCO routers, we use the same technique as in §5—traceroute to the observed MPLS tunnel exit router [73] in the EdgeCO. Appendix C includes further details about how we infer EdgeCOs.

Because we can only traceroute to most EdgeCO router IPs from within the same region, we build per-region lists of EdgeCO /24s to probe by associating /24s with the region tag in the BackboneCO router rDNS observed in bootstrap traceroutes. We then traceroute to all IP addresses in these prefixes in the region from a VP within the region. We also performed alias resolution to map individual IP addresses to routers, and then to EdgeCOs and AggCOs. In total, we found 37 AT&T regional networks identified in rDNS, and CAIDA Ark and RIPE Atlas had VPAs available in 35 of these regions. However, even in regions where we have many VPAs, those VPAs are insufficient to reveal the complete topology. Comprehensively revealing the regional network topologies requires finding VPAs with different paths. This is particularly important because, as we will discuss in the next phase, mapping router IPs to EdgeCOs requires at least one VP served by each EdgeCO. However, finding topologically diverse AT&T VPAs in a region we want to map is
not feasible with existing sources of crowdsourced VPs (Atlas and Ark). Further, AT&T’s looking glasses are not suitable VPs because they are located in AT&T’s backbone network, which EdgeCO and AggCO routers do not respond to traceroute (ICMP) packets.

To significantly increase the number of VPs inside an AT&T region that we are mapping, we leverage existing network infrastructure that reveals many geographically distributed last-mile links in a region – public WiFi hotspots. Our insight is that many fast food restaurant chains (e.g., McDonald’s, Starbucks, and Subway) have many geographically distributed last-mile links, to many EdgeCOs, serving their WiFi hotspots. We call this approach McTraceroute. We believe this is the first network topology measurement effort that has made use of geographically distributed WiFi hotspots.

To evaluate how well this technique improved our visibility of a region, we ran traceroutes from all 58 McDonald’s in AT&T’s San Diego region to all IP addresses in seven /24s that we inferred to contain AT&T’s San Diego EdgeCOs and AggCOs. We found 23 McDonald’s that used AT&T for their free WiFi services. The diverse location of McDonald’s restaurants, whose locations are strategically selected to maximize coverage in an area, provided us opportunities to connect to, and perform measurements from, many EdgeCOs in the regional network.

Next, we investigate how many new paths we observed with each type of VPs in San Diego, to determine if McTraceroute significantly increases the number of paths we observe. Considering traceroute paths starting with the second hop, the eight Atlas and two Ark probes in AT&T’s San Diego respective regions revealed only half of the IP paths we observed with McTraceroute. This indicates that increasing the number of VPs revealed many more paths, despite overlap in the McDonald’s EdgeCOs. Note that because the network is opaque, we do not know the true number of paths, however McTraceroute provides a significant increase in observed paths over existing VPs.

### 6.2 Phase 2: Build CO-Topology Graphs

Phase 1 produced the router-level topology shown in Fig. 13a. We inferred two backbone routers (blue), four aggregation routers (red), and 84 EdgeCO routers (black). We inferred the EdgeCO routers as connected redundantly to two aggregation routers each, and all aggregation routers connected to one backbone router. The router-level topology reveals a three-level structure, with two sub-regions that use different aggregation routers.

To infer the CO-level topology, we first map last-mile links to EdgeCO routers. Each last-mile link is served by a single EdgeCO, so if two routers are one hop away from the same last-mile link, we conclude they are both in the same CO. We observed each last-mile link connected to two EdgeCO routers, indicating that each EdgeCO has two routers.

We observed two backbone routers, and both appear fully connected to all aggregation routers. This is unlike the cable networks, where we observed backbone routers connected to one aggregation router. We conclude from this inference that AT&T only has one BackboneCO in this region, and this office contains both core routers. We are less confident about the four aggregation routers, but the highest resilience design would have them operating out of four different COs. Fig. 13b shows the inferred CO-level topology.

---

**Table 2: Latency from Google Cloud VPs to EdgeCOs in San Diego.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latency</th>
<th>EdgeCOs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-4ms</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-5ms</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-6ms</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-7ms</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-10ms</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2**

---

**Figure 13: AT&T San Diego Regional Network**

The AT&T San Diego regional network has a significantly longer history than cable networks, dating back to the early 1990s. Therefore, we expect its structure to reflect design choices constrained by the capabilities of early telephone networks. AT&T’s long distance network, called Long Lines, only reached a single CO in each region. These Long Lines COs now appear to serve as their BackboneCOs. In fact, the BackboneCO we inferred in San Diego still has a Long Lines microwave tower on its roof.

**Aggregation.** We observed significantly higher EdgeCO density in AT&T’s network than in the cable providers we studied. In Charter’s San Diego sub-region we observed 16 EdgeCOs, compared to 42 in AT&T’s San Diego region. This CO deployment density is consistent with AT&T facing the constraint of local copper telephone service loop lengths. By the time cable networks emerged in the 1990s, Hybrid Fiber Coax allowed for much longer last-mile links from EdgeCOs to customers. We would thus expect, without considering other factors, that AT&T aggregates fewer last-mile links to each EdgeCO than do cable networks. This lower ratio of customers to EdgeCO helps to reduce the scale of outages when an EdgeCO fails (e.g., due to fiber cuts or failed equipment).

To estimate latency differences between EdgeCOs in the San Diego region, we conducted traceroutes from a VM in a Los Angeles Google Cloud datacenter to all of the end user AT&T IP addresses.
we could find in the San Diego region. We used Measurement Lab data [39] to extract AT&T customer IP addresses from NDT measurements, and retained the subset of addresses located in San Diego or Imperial County according to NetAcuity [1], a commercial geolocation service. Using only traceroutes that passed through the BackboneCO in San Diego and reached the customer addresses, we inferred that the penultimate traceroute hop corresponds to a device in an EdgeCO.

We could not directly ping these devices, but we could elicit responses by sending an ICMP Echo packet to a customer IP address with the TTL field set to the penultimate probe TTL in the traceroute to that address. To measure latency from Google Cloud in Los Angeles to the EdgeCOs, we conducted 100 probes to each EdgeCO address observed in the traceroutes and used the minimum observed RTT (Table 2). These results show that some EdgeCOs have significantly less latency to the BackboneCO than other EdgeCOs in the region. Two distant EdgeCOs—with connected customers geolocated to Calexico and El Centro, CA—had over twice the average latency of 4.3 ms to Google (9–10 msecs). This disparity suggests that some AT&T customers will suffer considerably higher latency to cloud services than other users in the region.

Redundancy. AT&T’s network in San Diego has a similar lack of redundancy that we observed in some cable provider regions; namely, the use of only one BackboneCO. In AT&T’s network, these BackboneCOs are fortified for natural disasters, such as Category 5 hurricanes. However, the Christmas 2020 attack on AT&T’s Nashville office, which we assume is the lone BackboneCO in Nashville, took down the entire region, consistent with our inferred topology. Relative to the cable providers, AT&T appears to have more redundancy in their BackboneCO to AggCO paths, with all backbone routers connecting to all Agg routers. Our measurements cannot detect whether these paths take diverse fiber paths.

Validation. Aspects of our inferences match historical documents describing AT&T’s telephone network in San Diego. AT&T’s access network was likely built using these same COs. The first document [5] states that AT&T operates one tandem building in San Diego (CLLI SNDGCA02), consistent with the single BackboneCO that we inferred. The documents also describe 42 subtending COs in San Diego, we believe these match the ~40 EdgeCOs we inferred. A second document [60] shows four “Inter-office” COs in San Diego’s network, we believe this term is AT&T’s term for AggCOs.

7 CASE STUDY: MOBILE CARRIERS

For mapping the regional access networks of all three major mobile carriers, we focused on the portion of the network that bridges the mobile packet core with the rest of the Internet (and edge services). Some mapping challenges are similar those of AT&T’s wireline network: they have no rDNS on routers, and probing requires internal vantage points. However, mobile networks face a significant additional challenge: they have no distributed VPs to provide internal views of the providers’ regional networks. Although, they also present a unique opportunity to observe nationwide network topology: unlike the wireline transparent networks, we can physically move mobile VPs to probe inside different regions. Building on this insight, we introduce a new parcel-based measurement technique, ShipTraceroute, to obtain national coverage of mobile access network regions. Then, we use the large geographically-tagged dataset of traceroutes we collected to infer the topology of the networks.

7.1 Phase 1: Collect router-level topology

We developed ShipTraceroute, a smartphone-based network measurement technique that can send traceroutes from a battery-powered Android device for a prolonged period of time while being shipped inside a truck or railcar. Appendix A.1 describes how shipment of a smartphone running this software complies with U.S. regulations for items shipped in a parcel inside of a truck or train.

7.1.1 Topology collection. We shipped three Samsung Galaxy A71 smartphones (one for Verizon, AT&T, and T-Mobile) to 12 locations in the U.S. The shipment paths traversed 40 states (Fig. 15). During the shipments, the devices attempted to perform a round of traceroutes once per hour. However, signal conditions varied significantly along the routes. Some areas had too weak of a signal inside of the vehicle to perform the traceroutes, particularly in areas where there are no inhabitants. We observed the following success rates for rounds of traceroutes during the journey: 1592/1948 (82%) on AT&T, 1720/2054 (84%) on Verizon, and 872/1153 (75%) on T-Mobile.

The destinations for each round of traceroutes were IPv6 and IPv4 addresses in ASes neighboring the mobile carriers’ networks.¹ The

¹We used Zayo’s AS for T-Mobile because T-Mobile does not have its own IPv4 AS and T-Mobile’s primary backbone provider is Zayo.
reason why we used external destinations (in neighboring ASes) to map mobile access networks, rather than internal addresses like we used in wireline networks, is because mobile networks block traceroutes to internal infrastructure. We used destinations in all neighboring ASes to try and traverse all of the carriers’ BackboneCOs in each region (details are in Appendix D). However, quickly we discovered that traceroutes to all of the destinations took the same path inside each of the mobile access networks, allowing us to reduce to a single destination per provider.

We also observed that the path through the mobile network did not change as the phone moved within a region. We found we needed to force the phone to re-register with the core network by putting it into airplane mode before each round of traceroutes to route through all region’s EdgeCOs and packet gateways.

Since GPS signals are rarely available inside of shipping vehicles, we logged the device’s celldid each time we started a round of traceroutes. We then converted the celldid to a geolocation using the OpenCellID public cellular tower geolocation database [4].

7.1.2 Making mobile tracerouting energy efficient. We designed the measurement software on our smartphone to prolong battery life. The goal was to ship the phone by ground transport across the U.S.—a journey that takes about one week—while running measurements each hour, without the battery emptying.

We achieved this without sacrificing measurement fidelity by making two modifications to scamper [37]—ShipTraceroute’s network probing tool. First, we modified scamper so that it could conduct measurements without without rooting the phone (rooting can disable thermal safeguards). Second, we reduced scamper’s energy consumption by modifying its traceroute implementation to send probes to multiple consecutive hops in parallel. This significantly reduces the time that scamper spent waiting for unresponsive hops, and thus reduced the time the phone’s radio is fully powered.

We evaluated the energy efficiency of our modified scamper implementation by measuring the energy consumption of a Samsung Galaxy A71 5G performing traceroutes to the 266 IPv4 and IPv6 destinations in AT&T. To measure the device’s energy consumption, we fully charged it, and instrumented with a USB-C power monitor on its charging port. This allowed us to measure the energy needed to operate the device. Fig. 14 shows how much we improved energy efficiency: we achieved a 38% reduction in energy from 8.6 mAh with off-the-shelf scamper to 5.3 mAh with ShipTraceroute’s scamper. As a result of these improvements, we calculated that our phone can perform hourly traceroutes for ~12 days on one charge, a gain of ~4 days over the off-the-shelf implementation. The other main contributors to power consumption are the energy consumption required to exit airplane mode when we start a measurement (1.4–2.6 mAh), and the trickle of energy consumed when the phone is asleep and in airplane mode between measurements. Although we put the device in airplane mode between traceroute rounds to force it to re-register in the packet core, it also has the additional benefit of reducing energy consumption (14.5 mAh vs. 9 mAh in airplane mode for every 55 minutes asleep).

7.2 Phase 2: Inferring CO-level topology
Each traceroute collected in phase one revealed a path from the mobile packet gateway (the first hop) until the packet reaches the BackboneCO. However, it is difficult to infer CO-level topology from these traceroutes because mobile networks have extremely limited rDNS (only Verizon has rDNS).

Fortunately, IPv6 is now widely deployed in cellular networks, and IPv6 addresses’ are long enough that providers can encode information in them about where those addresses reside in the topology of their access network. Indeed, we found an early discussion about how to set IPv6 prefixes for LTE infrastructure that described how bits in addresses can be used to indicate what those addresses are used for—infrastructure or users—and what their location is in the network topology [15]. With the large number of geo-tagged samples of IPv6 router addresses in the traceroutes we collected, we looked for patterns in how the bits in the addresses change as the mobile device moves.

7.2.1 AT&T. Fig. 16(a) shows the patterns we observed in AT&T’s addresses in their traceroutes. The user address and first hop (packet gateway) /32 prefix are consistent throughout the country, indicating it is the general AT&T mobile user prefix. User addresses also have a more specific /40 prefix that only changes 11 times as we move around the country. This prefix also changes simultaneously with bits 32–47 of the router addresses. We believe this prefix indicates the EdgeCO (and region) that is in use by the device, indeed this prefix can be used to route to the correct BackboneCO router to reach the user. For validation of this result, we discovered an AT&T document from 2014 that also lists 11 mobile datacenters in the U.S. [6]. However, we suspect that as they roll out their 5G network, they will add more EdgeCOs and thus reduce the size of their regions.

The /32 prefix of the rest of hops before leaving AT&T’s mobile network are always the same, and different from the user address, so we infer they are the general prefix for AT&T infrastructure (i.e., routers). We observed bits 48–52 of these addresses cycling through several values inside each inferred EdgeCO, and they changed at the same time as bits 32–40 of the user address. Also, these bits changed each time we woke up from airplane mode and re-attached to the cellular network. Therefore, we infer these bits indicate the current packet gateway in the EdgeCO that user is attached to. Table 7 (Appendix D) shows the inferred infrastructure in each region.

7.2.2 Verizon. Fig. 16(b) shows the patterns we observed in Verizon’s addresses. All of the first 10 hops are within Verizon’s network, but only the first (packet gateway) and the last four hops appear in the traceroutes. The /24 prefix of the user address and first hop stays the same throughout the country, indicating this is Verizon’s user address prefix. As the device moves, more specific bits change. The /32 prefix changes 18 times, and the /40 prefix changed 32 times—both were stable within contiguous geographic regions. The /32 prefix changed less frequency in a geographic area than the /40 prefix. One plausible explanation for this behavior is that the /32 prefix identifies the BackboneCO and the /40 identifies the EdgeCO using that BackboneCO. We also observed bits 40–43 in the user address can change when we cycle airplane mode, while other hops stay the same, indicating multiple packet gateways in each EdgeCO.

This explanation is supported by information from the rest of the hops (i.e., infrastructure). The /32 prefix in the user address is likely to represent the BackboneCO because it corresponds with changes in the rDNS of the Verizon backbone hop (i.e., alter.net).
The /40 prefix is likely to be the EdgeCO because when it changes, so do the bits of the addresses in the other hops—the hops to reach the EdgeCO from the BackboneCO—namely, bits 64–75 in all of the infrastructure hops, and bits 32–39 in some of the hops. Table 8 (Appendix D) shows the inferred infrastructure in each region.

Although we were unable to find documentation that validates our inferred topology, we performed several controlled experiments to test our inferences. First, we found Verizon Wireless deploys speedtest servers in their EdgeCOs which contain the names of the EdgeCOs in their rDNS. For example, cavt.o.st.myvzw.com is the speedtest server in the Vista, California EdgeCO). We performed a controlled drive north from San Diego to Irvine while tracerouting to all of the speedtest servers, and we observed that when the shortest traceroute path switched from the Vista, CA to the Azusa, CA speedtest server, the expected bits in the traceroute hops changed at the same time. Additionally, we performed a long-running stationary experiment verify if the EdgeCO and BackboneCO address bits were stable in a location in San Diego. Indeed, they were generally stable across multiple days, however we did observe a small number of switches to the neighboring EdgeCO connected to the same BackboneCO. This implies the packet core connects to both EdgeCOs and it can switch between them if necessary for load balancing or redundancy.

7.2.3 T-Mobile. Fig. 16(c) shows the patterns we observed in T-Mobile’s addresses. Similar to the other two providers, the user IP prefix /32 stays the same across the entire country. The /40 prefix of the user IP can change each time it leaves airplane mode within a geographic area roughly the size of a city. These /40s are cycled through in a somewhat round-robin fashion, indicating that bits 32-39 likely represent the packet gateway. However, we observed that T-Mobile also cycles through different BackboneCO providers, suggesting that T-Mobile has a different mobile access network topology than the other providers. We infer that T-Mobile has a set of packet gateways in each region, possibly in different EdgeCOs, and with different backbone providers. These packet gateways are likely interconnected by the packet core.

We confirmed with T-Mobile that they have several backbone providers serving each region at different interconnection points within the region. Also a device in one location connects to different packet gateways at different sites (i.e., EdgeCOs), but that they prefer the closest site. Their network is designed in this distributed fashion for lower latency and resiliency. Therefore a device can wake up connecting to a different packet gateway than it connected to before it went to sleep.

7.2.4 Summary. We infer topologies among the three providers’ access networks (Fig. 17). AT&T appears to have a single EdgeCO with multiple packet gateways connected to their nearest backbones. Verizon has multiple EdgeCOs sharing the same backbone CO, but the EdgeCOs cover non-overlapping regions. T-Mobile has multiple EdgeCOs in one region, but does not aggregate traffic to a single backbone, rather they aggregate to a variety of backbone providers directly connected to the EdgeCOs. These designs have different tradeoffs. AT&T’s design may be more cost-efficient because equipment and links are centralized to a single EdgeCO per region. However, the lack of diverse CO locations may increase latency. Verizon and T-Mobile appear to have lower latency in part because they have multiple EdgeCOs per region.

7.3 Comparison of US Mobile Access Networks

The topology of mobile access networks has implications for network latency, because user traffic has to traverse to the backbone PoP of the region to reach other Internet hosts. Fig. 18 shows the minimum latency we measured from our ShipTraceroute smartphone in different locations to a server located at CAIDA in San Diego. The hexagons indicate where we captured latency; the darker the color, the higher the minimum latency to the server from that...
location. The colored regions containing multiple hexagons indicate those latency samples were taken from the same mobile access network region according to the IPv6 bit fields for that provider.

AT&T's regions are much larger than Verizon and T-Mobile, therefore some geographic areas (e.g., Montana and North Dakota) incur high latency to San Diego, due to circuitous paths to the BackboneCO. Verizon's network generally had lower latency (Fig. 18b), because the larger number of EdgeCOs likely provided shorter average distance to BackboneCOs. As T-Mobile's distributed topology relies on several backbone providers (Fig. 18c), they had latency similar to Verizon. However, we observed unusually high latency near the border of Florida and Louisiana (Fig. 18c), because during the experiment the device in these regions attached to a distant EdgeCO in South Carolina.

8 FUTURE WORK

Resiliency. The tools and methods we have developed for inferring regional topologies enable a new approach to studying resilience across space and time. The topological differences that we have already observed across different regions have strong implications for resilience against disasters. A promising next direction is to combine these topologies with existing or future data sets on resilience of connectivity.

Edge Computing. Understanding the topology of these regional access networks, and associated performance implications, may be the key to realizing the unachieved potential of the long-hyped edge computing paradigm [28, 59]. In addition to discovering the pyramid structure of the Edge CO and Agg CO topologies, our latency measurements suggest that the AggCO is typically less than 10 msecs from both the cloud and customers in the region, which meets the AR/VR latency requirement for edge computing [47]. This result suggests that putting edge computing infrastructure in Agg COs is the most efficient solution. Efforts to offload computation from mobile devices [40] can also leverage an understanding of the effect of distributed EdgeCOs on latency to the cloud.

Scalability of measurement methods. There is opportunity for improving scalability and manageability of our methods. For the AT&T study, we drove to each McDonald's location in San Diego, connected to their WiFi, and collected traceroutes. This approach is a fun adventure for a graduate student, but operationalizing such a measurement requires crowd sourcing. We could develop an app that connects to public WiFi spots (while the user waits for their food order), and provides a reward for uploaded results.

We also envision ways to improve the scalability of ShipTraceroute. Besides sending more cellular packets in parallel to save energy, we can arrange for the device to sleep even more between measurements. During a cross-country shipment, a device often stops at a hub for about a day. We could use the device's accelerometer to pause measurements when the device is at rest.

9 CONCLUSION

We have undertaken a comprehensive measurement study of the topology of U.S. regional access ISPs. Our motivation was to extract insights about architectural choices that ISPs make for how to aggregate traffic, and then empirically assess implications of those insights for the resilience and evolution of the Internet ecosystem. Growing interest in edge computing and 5G co-location, not to mention the pandemic-induced semi-permanent transition to working from home, is placing increasing pressure on these regional networks. We are now entirely dependent on this infrastructure, but there has been little attention to independent objective understanding of its resilience and reliability.

This dearth of attention is understandable. While perhaps not the most opaque part of the Internet, these networks are not amenable to straightforward measurement and analysis. Our tools have their limitations, but they allowed us to make surprisingly accurate maps in spite of considerable noise in our input signals, e.g., missing or incorrect DNS or traceroute hops. We were able to identify many different approaches to provisioning redundancy, across links, nodes, buildings, and at different levels of the hierarchy. These measurements can provide a basis for reasoning about sources of performance and reliability impairment in these networks. We believe that sharing our methods, lessons, and results will inform future analysis of critical infrastructure.
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A.1 Transportation of Lithium Batteries

In the US, lithium batteries are considered hazardous materials, and shipment of them must comply with regulations set out by the US Department of Transportation (i.e. US 49 CFR §172.185 [50]). The relatively low capacity of batteries in smartphones, and the fact that they are contained within equipment (i.e., the smartphone), allows for them to be shipped by ground. Rules about shipment of a powered-on devices however, are not clearly specified. We are aware of a device with a similar operating mode that is widely in use today: shipment tracking devices that use Cellular radios and GPS to report package locations during shipment. One is even available directly from the US Postal Service [31].

Our institution’s shipment coordinator—who routinely deals with shipments of hazardous materials such as medical supplies—contacted the US Department of Transportation for clarification on shipping powered-on smartphones. They confirmed that as long as the smartphones do not create a dangerous evolution of heat, or have the risk of catching fire while in transit, shipping powered on devices is permitted. To ensure there were no hazardous conditions our devices could enter while running this software, we thoroughly tested our smartphones in extreme environmental conditions that could be experienced during shipment in trucks/railcars. We operated the at 44°C and -2°C and for several hours while running our measurement, and the phone continued to operate properly. The smartphones we use also have an automatic thermal shutdown feature as an additional safeguard [56].

A.2 Characterizing Critical Infrastructure

Although this study does not involve experiments with human subjects, there are sensitivities with revealing information about critical infrastructure that may provide advantages to adversarial actors.

Although the Belmont report outlined principles relating to human subjects, the 2012 Menlo Report proposed a framework specifically targeting computer and information technology research [32]. Its companion report provided a set of case studies applying the framework [19]. The Menlo Report is a more appropriate framework for our analysis because it explicitly addresses stakeholders such as network/platform owners and providers but also acknowledges that they may warrent different consideration from that of individuals.

Our considered view is that the benefit of our research exceeds potential risk to infrastructure. We are now entirely dependent on this infrastructure but there has been little attention to independent objective understanding of its resilience and reliability. Given increasing attention to the need for regulatory oversight of the Internet as critical infrastructure, it is important to understand just how much a capable independent third party can accurately infer about various aspects of Internet infrastructure. We need to understand these capabilities in order to know what adversarial actors could likely achieve, as well as to know how benign actors might help to reduce the burdens of government by providing independent confirmation of claims of reliability and/or resilience of critical network infrastructure.

We also have long-standing cordial relationships with engineers at the providers we have studied, who are aware and supportive of our work. Specifically, we discussed our inferences with Comcast, Charter, AT&T, and T-Mobile engineers throughout our study, for the purposes of validation of our findings.

A ETHICS CONSIDERATIONS

A.1 Transportation of Lithium Batteries

In the US, lithium batteries are considered hazardous materials, and shipment of them must comply with regulations set out by the US Department of Transportation (i.e. US 49 CFR §172.185 [50]). The relatively low capacity of batteries in smartphones, and the fact that they are contained within equipment (i.e., the smartphone), allows for them to be shipped by ground. Rules about shipment of a powered-on devices however, are not clearly specified. We
Table 3: To observing CO interconnections in traceroute, we map IP addresses to COs, and account for outdated and missing information.

B DETAILS ABOUT COMCAST AND CHARTER MAPPING

B.1 Mapping IP Addresses to Hostnames

The traceroute probing yields IP address paths, and we attempt to map each individual addresses to a backbone or regional CO. We use both dig and the Rapid7 rDNS dataset to perform reverse lookups on the addresses, prioritizing the dig names to reduce potentially stale names in Rapid7. Comcast and Charter appear to connect both their backbone and regional routers with point-to-point links, so we also lookup names for all IP addresses in the same /30 subnet as a traceroute IP address. The /30 subnet includes all addresses possibly used in a point-to-point link with that address. Using regular expressions, we extract CO and region identifiers from the names, creating an initial mapping from IP addresses to COs. We perform two steps to improve the CO mappings to account for missing and outdated rDNS names (Table 3): (1) resolve router aliases to map groups of addresses to COs, and (2) add additional constraints using point-to-point subnet addresses.

First, we use Mercator and Midar alias resolution to infer addresses that belong to the same router, since these addresses reside in the same CO. We included all of the traceroute addresses, as well as the additional addresses in their /30 subnets. If more addresses are extracted from an inferred router map to one CO than another CO, we remap all addresses in the group to that CO. We do not apply a minimum threshold for the number of router IP address hostnames containing a CO identifier. In the event of a tie, we remove all CO mappings for the addresses to avoid potentially misleading information. The alias resolution modified or added more CO mappings for Comcast (5.1%) than Charter (1.9%).

Next, we use point-to-point subnets to further refine the CO mappings. Interconnected router interfaces must have IP addresses from the same IP subnet, and network operators usually assign these addresses from a point-to-point subnet; e.g., /30 or /31 subnets in IPv4, both of which include two usable interface addresses. Based on the IP addresses in our traceroutes, it appears that Comcast typically uses /30 subnets, while Charter uses /31 subnets to interconnect routers in different COs. Routers typically respond to traceroute with the inbound interface address, so the other address in the point-to-point subnet often belongs to the router at the prior traceroute hop. If that other address has a CO mapping provided by rDNS or alias resolution, we can use that information to refine the mapping for the prior hop.

Fig. 19 illustrates our approach to using point-to-point IP subnets to further refine the CO mappings with two traceroutes through a router in a regional access network, and initial CO mappings for each of the addresses. The initial mappings indicate that IP address \( x \) belongs to a router in CO1, but both paths reveal subsequent addresses where the other address in each subnet \( (y' \text{ and } z') \) map to CO2. \( y' \text{ and } z' \) most likely belong to the same router as \( x \), so we use them as possible indications that we initially mapped incorrectly. Here, more addresses map to CO2 than CO1, so we re-map \( x \) to CO2. If \( x \) lacked an initial CO mapping, then we would use the mappings for \( y' \text{ and } z' \) to infer a mapping for \( x \).

B.2 Removing CO Adjacencies

Initially, we collect all immediate IP address adjacencies where both addresses have a CO mapping (Table 4). MPLS tunnels can cause false links to appear in traceroute, so we use the approach by Vanauwel et al. [72] to reveal MPLS exits and the tunnel IP addresses by conducting follow-up traceroutes to all IP addresses mapped to COs in the original traceroute collection. If a pair of addresses appears adjacent in our initial probing, but are separated by one or more hops in the additional MPLS traceroutes, we remove the pair since it is likely the entry and exit of an MPLS tunnel. In our maps, we only observed MPLS tunnel behavior in one Charter region, although we observed this behavior throughout the region.

Although we attempt to adjust outdated rDNS CO references, outdated CO mappings remain problematic. To combat some of the stale CO mappings, we remove any adjacencies where each address maps to a CO in a different regional network. Prior knowledge of the extensive use of aggregation in each region, and conversations with network operators, indicated that a small number of entries
we removed 26.9% of the unique CO edges in Comcast and 10.6% with as few modifications as possible.

Access networks in the US generally use a star topology to connect of EdgeCOs. Networks often connect an EdgeCO to two AggCOs edges reflects prior experience with stale Comcast rDNS. of the Charter CO edges. The higher fraction of removed Comcast conclude that the CO might function as a small AggCO. In total, we conclude that the apparent interconnection might work in Comcast or Charter where we did not observe any CO-level redundancy for the Charter regional network in the southeastern US. This region is the only large regional network in Comcast or Charter where we did not observe any CO-level redundancy, suggesting we inferred an incomplete CO topology for the region. Excluding the southeast, 29.0% of the Charter EdgeCOs connect to a single upstream CO. Furthermore, of the EdgeCOs connected to one other CO, 33.7% of the Comcast COs and 42.2% of the Charter COs connect to another EdgeCO (not AggCO). Considering only the EdgeCOs connected to an AggCO, and excluding the Charter southeast region, 10.5% of the Comcast EdgeCOs and 18.4% of the Charter EdgeCOs connect to a single AggCO.

B.3 Refining Region Graphs

After removing likely invalid adjacencies, we use the remaining adjacencies to create graphs of each regional network, with a directed edge from one CO to another corresponding to each CO adjacency. Access networks in the US generally use a star topology to connect EdgeCOs, so we attempt to confirm our revealed CO topology to a star topology. The revealed topologies still contain noise, primarily in the form of misleading rDNS creating false adjacencies between EdgeCOs, as well as unrevealed CO interconnections. Our goal is to modify the graphs to conform to the likely physical star topology with as few modifications as possible.

First, we infer the cores of the stars; i.e., the AggCOs in each region. We expect that AggCOs should have more outgoing edges than other COs in the region, despite false CO adjacencies and some EdgeCOs actually connected only to another EdgeCO. To separate likely AggCOs from EdgeCOs we consider any CO with more than the mean outgoing edges plus one standard deviation a AggCO. We then enforce the role of the AggCOs by removing any CO that represents the city and the state. For example, sndgca and icmp filtering, which can both hide physical router topology from external traceroutes. These challenges make it critical to have a sufficiently large and strategically selected set of targets.

Target selection. To find responsive destinations with known geographic locations, we extracted location hints from rDNS names of the IP-DSLAMs connected to end-user modems (denoted as ispgr). From our pilot tests using Ark and RIPE Atlas, we found that AT&T encoded the rDNS names of ispgr with the regular expression ([\d-]+-1).lightspeed.([a-z][6]).sbcglobal.net, where the first part of the name is the dashed decimal notation of the corresponding IP address and the second part is a CLLI code-like 6-character string that represents the city and the state. For example, sndgca and nsvltn denoted San Diego, CA, and Nashville, TN, respectively. We denoted each unique combination as a region. To obtain a comprehensive list of ispgr, we used Rapid7’s rDNS dataset [53], which periodically resolves rDNS names of the entire IPv4 address to increase resiliency to AggCO failure, and we expect that two AggCOs that connect to the same EdgeCO typically connect to the same set of EdgeCOs, since access networks use bundled fiber rings to connect AggCOs to many EdgeCOs. We evaluate each combination of AggCO pairs in the same region, concluding a relationship between the two AggCOs if at least 3/4 of the EdgeCOs connected to AGG_G overlap with EdgeCOs connected to AGG_Y, and the overlap accounts for at least half of the EdgeCOs connected to AGG_Y. The overlap requirements help ensure that we only pair AggCOs with substantial downstream EdgeCO overlap. We also pair two AggCOs if one AggCO has 3/4 overlap with the other AggCO, and neither AggCO would otherwise have a relationship. To reflect the fact that EdgeCOs connect with fiber rings, we add edges to ensure that that all related AggCOs connect to the same EdgeCOs in the regional network graphs. This added 7.8% new edges to Comcast, and 6.1% new edges to Charter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Comcast</th>
<th>Charter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IP Adj</td>
<td>CO Adj</td>
<td>IP Adj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>95,671</td>
<td>4777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backbone</td>
<td>26.07%</td>
<td>7.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-Region</td>
<td>4.45%</td>
<td>18.78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>0.06%</td>
<td>1.15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: The unique adjacent IP address adjacencies (IP Adj) and unique CO adjacencies (CO Adj) pruned to account for stale rDNS and traceroute path corruptions.

into each region exist, so we remove likely invalid cross-region adjacencies. This removed far more of the unique CO adjacencies for Comcast than for Charter, likely due to more outdated rDNS in Comcast, although the cross-region CO adjacencies accounted for less than 5% of the IP adjacencies in both networks. We also remove adjacencies representing potential entries from the backbone into each region, where one of the IP addresses map to a backbone PoP, and we infer entries into each region in §5.2.5.

Finally, we remove any CO adjacencies that only appear once in the traceroute paths. Traceroute output occasionally contains anomalous output that results from network path changes during the probing. When COs appear interconnected in only one traceroute path, we conclude that the apparent interconnection might result from anomalous traceroute output, so we remove them. This removed 55 CO adjacencies for Comcast, and 9 for Charter.

B.4 Redundant AggCO Connections

We inferred that 11.4% and 37.7% of the EdgeCOs in Comcast and Charter connected to a one other CO, respectively, but we never observed any CO-level redundancy for the Charter regional network in the southeastern US. This region is the only large regional network in Comcast or Charter where we did not observe any CO-level redundancy, suggesting we inferred an incomplete CO topology for the region. Excluding the southeast, 29.0% of the Charter EdgeCOs connect to a single upstream CO. Furthermore, of the EdgeCOs connected to one other CO, 33.7% of the Comcast COs and 42.2% of the Charter COs connect to another EdgeCO (not AggCO). Considering only the EdgeCOs connected to an AggCO, and excluding the Charter southeast region, 10.5% of the Comcast EdgeCOs and 18.4% of the Charter EdgeCOs connect to a single AggCO.

C DETAILS ABOUT AT&T MAPPING

AT&T’s regional network routers do not use rDNS names, so we cannot extend the DNS-based geolocation method (§5) to cluster AT&T’s IP addresses into physical facilities. Additional visibility challenges arise from operational practices such as MPLS tunneling and ICMP filtering, which can both hide physical router topology from external traceroutes. These challenges make it critical to have a sufficiently large and strategically selected set of targets.

Target selection. To find responsive destinations with known geographic locations, we extracted location hints from rDNS names of the IP-DSLAMs connected to end-user modems (denoted as ispgr). From our pilot tests using Ark and RIPE Atlas, we found that AT&T encoded the rDNS names of ispgr with the regular expression ([\d-]+-1).lightspeed.([a-z][6]).sbcglobal.net, where the first part of the name is the dashed decimal notation of the corresponding IP address and the second part is a CLLI code-like 6-character string that represents the city and the state. For example, sndgca and nsvltn denoted San Diego, CA, and Nashville, TN, respectively. We denoted each unique combination as a region. To obtain a comprehensive list of ispgrs, we used Rapid7’s rDNS dataset [53], which periodically resolves rDNS names of the entire IPv4 address

Note that If the geolocation hint is stale we generally find some anomaly in the traceroute that reveals its staleness, e.g., a traceroute with backbone IP addresses in between nodes with the same geolocation hint likely involves a stale geolocation hint.
(a) Intra-region probing traceroute result. From a VP in San Diego, CA probe to a lightspeed gateway (lspgw) in the same city. The third hop is the IP of an EdgeCO router.

(b) Inter-region probing traceroute result. From a VP in Santa Cruz, CA to the same lspgw in San Diego, CA. The path first traversed COs in Santa Cruz region (hops 3-5), then AT&T’s backbone network (hops 6-7), and finally San Diego region (hops 8-9).

Table 5: Targeted traceroutes to egress interfaces of MPLS tunnels reveals the paths hidden by the MPLS in intra-region probing (hop 4-5).

Table 6: San Diego AT&T CO prefixes

We applied the Direct Path Revelation (DPR) technique [73] to reveal the network paths in MPLS tunnels. We targeted inter- and intra-region traceroute measurements to all of the addresses in the EdgeCO router prefixes we discovered, which correspond to the egress interface of the tunnel (i.e., hop 3 in Fig. 20a and hop 7 in Fig. 20b), which allowed us to discover hidden links in the regional network. Table 6 shows all the IP prefixes for routers we discovered in AT&T’s San Diego region.

D DETAILS ABOUT MOBILE MAPPING

Target Selection. We used the AS relationship dataset [11] to identify each mobile ISP’s neighboring ASes. We found 266/406/213 neighboring ASes for AT&T/Verizon/T-Mobile, respectively. We then conducted a pilot test to compile lists of target IP for each ISP. For each neighboring AS, we found one IPv4 and one IPv6 destination that were responsive to traceroute probes. We used the corresponding target list of the current mobile ISP to perform traceroute measurements.

The ShipTraceroute results showed that the network paths to all the targets shared the same paths within the mobile network until exiting the PGWs. Table 7 and Table 8 show the number of PGWs we inferred using region bits in AT&T and Verizon IPv6 addresses, respectively.
Table 7: Inferred number of AT&T PGW in each region.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region name</th>
<th>BTH</th>
<th>CNC</th>
<th>VNN</th>
<th>ALN</th>
<th>HST</th>
<th>CHC</th>
<th>AKR</th>
<th>ALP</th>
<th>NYC</th>
<th>ART</th>
<th>GSV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Region bits in IP addresses</td>
<td>2030</td>
<td>2040</td>
<td>2090</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>20a0</td>
<td>20b0</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>2050</td>
<td>2070</td>
<td>2080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTSO number</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Inferred number of Verizon PGW in each region.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Backbone Region Name</th>
<th>SEA</th>
<th>SJC</th>
<th>LAX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wireless Region Name</td>
<td>RDMEWA</td>
<td>HLBOOR</td>
<td>SNVACA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region bits in IP addresses</td>
<td>100f:b0</td>
<td>100f:b1</td>
<td>1010:b0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGW numbers</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Backbone Region Name</th>
<th>CHI</th>
<th>PHIL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wireless Region Name</td>
<td>HCHLIL</td>
<td>NWBLWI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region bits in IP addresses</td>
<td>1008:b0</td>
<td>1008:b1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGW numbers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Backbone Region Name</th>
<th>DEN</th>
<th>DLLSTX</th>
<th>MIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wireless Region Name</td>
<td>AURSCO</td>
<td>WJRDUT</td>
<td>ELSSTX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region bits in IP addresses</td>
<td>100c:b0</td>
<td>100c:b1</td>
<td>100c:b2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGW numbers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Backbone Region Name</th>
<th>ATL</th>
<th>IAD</th>
<th>NYC</th>
<th>BOS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wireless Region Name</td>
<td>CHRXNC</td>
<td>WHCKTN</td>
<td>ALPSGA</td>
<td>CHNTVA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region bits in IP addresses</td>
<td>1004:b0</td>
<td>1004:b1</td>
<td>1005:b0</td>
<td>1003:b0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGW numbers</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>